XRP apes White Paper
XRP Apes the all-encompassing crypto ecosystem that brings swap, XRP rewards, AND antiwhale mechanisms. Holding XRPAPE tokens allow you to receive 7% rewards XRP. With 7%
XRP rewards we are happy to say we o er the highest XRP rewards compared to other XRP
re ection tokens!
Tokenomics:
Name: XRP Apes
Ticker Symbol: XRPAPE
Decimals: 18
Network: BSC
Total Supply: 100 Trillion
5,000,000,000,000(5 Trillion) Dev Tokens (10% Circulating Supply)
45,000,000,000,000(45 Trillion) Fair Launch (90% Circulating Supply)
50,000,000,000,000(50 Trillion) Burned (50% Total Supply)
BSC re ection coin:
XRP Apes is part of the next evolution of yield-generating contracts on the BSC ecosystem.
With XRP Apes you get rewarded in XRP token. The contract employs a static rewards system
for both buying and selling – transaction is split into:
Buys

Sells

7% rewards

7% rewards

5% marketing

5% marketing

3% liquidty

3% liquidty

15% total buy tax

15% total sell tax

+1% Fee of sells
XRP Apes uses a unique system that auto-claims for every single holder the amount due. we
call it the XRP APE PROTOCOL similar to the BABY CAKE PROTOCOL . The way it works for
holders: You buy tokens and hold XRPAPE, every 60 minutes you!ll automatically receive your
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reward. Not a single action is required from the holders end. Your XRPAPE tokens amount is
persistent and won!t change. Note: In periods of low volume rewards may not be sent out
every hour, but don!t worry. It compounds the rewards and is then sent when the smart
contract is ready.
Dividend-Paying Token contract structure:
-The contract keeps track in an array of all token holders
-The contract keeps an index into the array for processing
-Every transaction processes a certain number of users, depending on the transaction size
(bigger token transfers can process more, since the gas will still be proportionally less than the
value of the tokens)
-The token is based on a Dividend-Paying Token Standard, which means all rewards the
contract gains will be split equally proportionally to the token holders.
-When a user is processed, the contract checks how many withdrawable dividends they have,
and if it is above the minimum threshold for auto-claims, will either automatically claim those
dividends for rewards, or automatically buy back tokens for them.
This system is fully automated and doesn!t add minimal gas fees proportional to value
transferred. The number of holders processed through each transaction is dynamic and based
on transaction size. Holders will receive dividends from the queue based on their position in the
array. It!s a fair system, fully automated. Minimum token balance is 100,000,000 XRPAPE
tokens to receive reward distributions.
NFT Buy Back and Burn:
NFTs are very popular in crypto and have their own dedicated section in the crypto market
completely di erent from meme tokens and mainstream tokens. Certain NFTs have sold for
millions of dollars for no reason other than someone likes the art and the market for NFTs is
evolving. As a result, XRP apes created its own NFT set (The Pixel Apes Club) and started a
buy back and burn program to help drive volume back to XRP apes and enter into another part
of the crypto market which many other tokens have failed to do so. An issue with NFTs also is
liquidity, even if NFTs from a certain set are selling for millions of dollars this doesn’t mean you
will be able to liquidate your NFT for the same price or pro t from other NFTs from the same
set being sold. By creating NFT sets by XRP Ape and linking the token together with a buy
back and burn program we can create an index in a sense to the value of the NFTs and allow
people to start trading NFTs without having to actually buy and sell any NFTs. This will allow
traders to start to use the token to speculate on the value of NFTs and allow traders to
participate more freely in the NFT market.
The Pixel Apes Club:
The Pixel Apes Club is XRP Ape rst NFT set created for its buy back and burn program.
10500 Pixel Ape NFTs were made and plan to be released in 10 seasons with 1 limited edition
season drop to XRP Ape top holders. Currently the seasons get uploaded Opensea NFT
market and at the end of the month all sales from the NFTs go to buy back XRP apes coins and
send them to the burn address. XRP Ape rst NFT set was minted on Ethereum using lazy
minting on Opensea.
Domains:
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https://xrpapes.club
https://dashboard.xrpape.club
Emails:
dev@xrpapes.club
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